Background {#Sec1}
==========

Record linkage is a process that allows us to gather together person-based records that belong to the same individual. In situations where unique identifiers are not available, personally identifying information such as name, date of birth and address are used to link records from one or more data collections. As administrative collections typically capture information for large portions of the population, the linked data allows researchers to answer numerous health questions for the whole population at relatively low cost.

Privacy-preserving record linkage {#Sec2}
---------------------------------

Legal, administrative and technical issues can prevent the release of name-identified data for record linkage. New methods have emerged that do not require the release of personally identifying information by data custodians; rather, data custodians use specific encoding processes to transform personally identifying information into a permanently non-identifiable state (an irreversible 'privacy-preserved' state). These methods are collectively referred to as privacy-preserving record linkage (PPRL). Under a trusted third party linkage model \[[@CR1]\], this operation occurs *before* the release of any data to record linkage units. Thus, personally identifying information is not disclosed by the data custodian. These PPRL methods can be used within existing record linkage frameworks, and are subject to some of the same challenges \[[@CR2]\].

One of the most promising PPRL techniques to emerge is a method which uses Bloom filters in record linkage \[[@CR3]\]. A Bloom filter is a probabilistic data structure originally developed to check set membership that can also be used to approximate the similarity of two sets. The ability to provide similarity comparisons on two sets of data is highly desirable for accurate record linkage.

An evaluation of Bloom filters in large-scale probabilistic record linkage has shown high linkage quality (equal to that achieved with unencrypted linkage) with relatively good efficiency \[[@CR4]\]. This evaluation utilised single field Bloom filters as opposed to record-level Bloom filters, where all identifiers are added into a single Bloom filter \[[@CR5]\]. One of the outstanding challenges for a practical probabilistic PPRL approach is to accurately estimate parameter settings \[[@CR4]\]. Typical methods to estimate parameters involve manually examining small samples of data. In the privacy-preserving case, this data is not available to examine so alternate parameter estimation methods are required.

Probabilistic record linkage {#Sec3}
----------------------------

In probabilistic record linkage, individual records are compared on a pairwise basis. This process makes the number of possible comparisons extremely large for all but small data files. To reduce computation overhead, records are usually only compared if they have information in common i.e. they have the same value in a particular field or set of fields. Known as blocking, this method reduces the computational comparison space. Pairs of records in each block are compared and assessed through comparison of the values in each matching field (e.g. first name, surname, address, etc.). As shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, each field comparison is assigned a field score, the value of which depends on whether the field value agrees or disagrees. These agreement and disagreement scores (weights) are computed separately for each field. All field scores are then summed to produce a final score. If this score is greater than a set threshold value, the record pair is designated a match. The set of fields used in the linkage are chosen based on characteristics such as completeness, consistency and discriminating power within each dataset. The discriminating power is a measure of entropy, indicating how useful an identifier might be in the record linkage process \[[@CR6], [@CR7]\].Fig. 1Record comparison example

In the Fellegi-Sunter model of record linkage \[[@CR8]\], the agreement and disagreement scores used in field comparisons are based on the calculation of two specific probabilities, called the m-probability and u-probability \[[@CR8]\]. The m-probability is the likelihood of two fields matching if the records belong to the same individual. The u-probability is the likelihood of two fields matching if the records do **not** belong to the same individual. These two probabilities are converted into agreement and disagreement weights for each field as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The Fellegi-Sunter model incorporates a simplifying assumption where the chances of agreement or disagreement for one field is independent of the chances of agreement or disagreement for another field \[[@CR8]\]. This independence assumption allows us to calculate agreement and disagreement weights for each field separately. Extensions to the Fellegi-Sunter model have been developed for approximate comparisons, allowing the assignment of a partial weight for partial agreement that lies somewhere between agreement and disagreement \[[@CR9]\]. While there are many types of approximate comparisons for various types of data, most deal with the distance between two strings \[[@CR10]--[@CR12]\]. To fit these approximate comparisons into a probabilistic model, the distance is converted into a partial weight \[[@CR13]\].

Missing values can be problematic in probabilistic record linkage. Comparisons are typically treated in one of three ways: a missing value is assigned the disagreement weight, a zero weight, or a separate weight accounted for explicitly. The last option extends the independence assumption to include probabilities for missing values, altering the calculations for weights. Other approaches involve removing the field from matching or even removing the entire record \[[@CR10], [@CR14]\].

Parameter estimation {#Sec4}
--------------------

Several methods have been developed to estimate m- and u-probabilities \[[@CR15], [@CR16]\]; in practice, most methods are based on investigations around data quality and prior knowledge, such as the iterative refinement procedure \[[@CR17]\].

Automated methods for deriving m-probabilities, such as through EM (expectation-maximisation) estimation have been devised \[[@CR16], [@CR18], [@CR19]\]. The EM algorithm has the potential to provide accurate estimates for m-probabilities, in some cases outperforming the probabilities obtained via the iterative refinement procedure \[[@CR13]\]. Other estimation methods do exist, such as an algebraic solution by Fellegi and Sunter \[[@CR8]\] and the IMSL routine ZXSSQ (an implementation of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm) \[[@CR20]\]; however, these are more sensitive to initial parameters and require adjustment functions to keep estimates within bounds \[[@CR21]\]. An extensive analysis of parameter estimation techniques for the Fellegi-Sunter model of linkage has been detailed by Herzog et al. \[[@CR15]\].

Determination of the appropriate threshold setting above which to accept record-pairs as valid matches typically occur through manual inspection of record-pairs within a range of weight scores \[[@CR22]\]. The use of PPRL methods within a probabilistic linkage framework, where only encrypted identifiers are used for linkage, preclude the use of any manual, clerical review and so must rely on the use of alternative, computerised methods to determine the best cut-off values. This ability to correctly estimate parameters is of paramount importance if PPRL techniques are to be practical \[[@CR4]\].

In this paper, we present a method for accurately estimating probabilities and an optimal threshold cut-off value that can be applied when using Bloom filters within the Fellegi-Sunter model for record linkage. The work builds on a previous privacy-preserving study, which utilised a probabilistic record linkage framework \[[@CR4]\]. In this paper, we evaluate our parameter estimation method in two ways: firstly, in a simulation study using synthetic datasets with varying degrees of error; and secondly, on three large-scale administrative datasets, comparing the resultant linkage quality against the quality achieved using calculated m- and u-probabilities.

Methods {#Sec5}
=======

Simulation study using synthetic datasets {#Sec6}
-----------------------------------------

A series of synthetic datasets were created for our simulation study. Firstly a single 'master' dataset was created, containing 1 million records, with multiple records belonging to the same individual. This dataset did not contain any missing values, or errors typical of what would be seen in administrative data. Then, a series of new datasets were created by first taking the error-free master dataset, and removing or degrading the quality of particular fields.

The synthetic data was generated using an amended version of the FEBRL data generator \[[@CR23]\]. The distribution of duplicate records (how many records pertain to each individual) was based on the distribution found in the Western Australian hospital morbidity data collection. The values found in the master dataset were based on frequency distributions found in the Western Australian population. Each record in the dataset contained first name, middle name, surname, sex, date of birth, address, suburb, and postcode information. Address information was randomly selected from the National Address File, a public dataset containing all valid Western Australian addresses.[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}

Additional 'corrupted' datasets were created by modifying the master dataset with a set level of error. In the 1% error file, 1% of field values to be used for linkage were randomly selected to have their values set to missing; a further 1% were randomly selected to have their values corrupted, through the use of typographical errors, misspellings, truncation and replacement of values. In this way, each record could potentially have multiple fields set to missing or corrupted. The same procedure was used to generate a 5% error file, 10% error file and 20% error file. A privacy-preserved version of each dataset was created, using single field Bloom filters.

Testing using administrative datasets {#Sec7}
-------------------------------------

Three datasets comprising real administrative data (hospital admissions records from New South Wales (NSW), Western Australia (WA) and South Australia (SA)) were used to demonstrate the applicability of the method to real-world data. These datasets have previously been de-duplicated to a very high standard using full identifiers. The results of those de-duplication linkages are used in this study and act as our 'truth set'. The information in this 'truth set' was not used during the linkage process or the estimation of parameters, but was used only as a standard by which to evaluate our results. This data was made available as part of the Population Health Research Network Proof of Concept 1 project \[[@CR24]\].

Privacy-preserved versions of each administrative dataset were created, using single field Bloom filters, in the same way as the synthetic datasets. Due to the size of these administrative datasets, five samples (a random 10%) of each privacy-preserved dataset were created; probabilities are estimated for each sample. A de-duplication linkage was performed on each sample and also against the full dataset. The resulting quality was calculated using the 'truth set'.

Application of Bloom filters {#Sec8}
----------------------------

The privacy-preserved versions of the synthetic and administrative datasets were created using Bloom filters. Bloom filters were constructed in line with previous work \[[@CR3]\]. An empty (or missing) field in the original datasets was left as empty in the privacy-preserved versions.

Matching strategies used for the datasets were based on the strategies used in a published evaluation of linkage software \[[@CR25]\]. Two blocking strategies were used; last name Soundex with first name initial, and date of birth with sex. The matching identifiers included Bloom filters for names, address and suburb, using the Sørensen-Dice coefficient comparison for similarity \[[@CR3]\]. Sørensen-Dice coefficient values are converted to partial agreement values using a piecewise linear curve, created using Winkler's \[[@CR13]\] method. All other fields, including blocking variables, which are created at the same time as the Bloom filters, used exact matches on cryptographically hashed values. Missing value comparisons were assigned a zero weight.

Measuring linkage quality {#Sec9}
-------------------------

In line with earlier work \[[@CR3], [@CR26]\], we used precision, recall and F-measure as our linkage quality metrics. Precision (also known as positive predictive value) measures the proportion of true positive pairs (correct matches) found from all *classified* matches. Recall (also known as sensitivity) measures the proportion of true positive pairs found from all *true* matches. Both precision and recall return a score between 0 and 1, with higher scores indicating less false positives and false negatives (missed matches) respectively. The F-measure is the harmonic mean between precision and recall, providing a single figure with which we can compare results. Typically, a middle-ground is sought between precision and recall, as there is a trade-off between these values. As the probabilistic linkage threshold is increased, the number of false positives decreases (and so precision increases); however, the number of correct matches missed will also increase, leading to a decrease in recall.

The calculations for these metrics are provided below.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Estimating m and u probabilities {#Sec10}
--------------------------------

The EM algorithm has been used to calculate the m-probabilities (***m*** *)*, u-probabilities (***u***) and the proportion (***p***) of record pairs that match in probabilistic linkage \[[@CR21]\]. It is an iterative algorithm that uses the output values of one iteration as the input to the next. We added two additional variables to the EM algorithm as described by Jaro \[[@CR21]\], the *missing m-probability* and *missing u-probability* values (denoted by ***m*** ~***m***~ and ***u*** ~***m***~ respectively), to more accurately estimate a single threshold cut-off value (discussed later).

Jaro \[[@CR21]\] suggests the algorithm is not particularly sensitive to the starting values (***m***, ***u***, ***m*** ~***m***~ *,* ***u*** ~***m,***~ ***p***). However, the starting values for ***m*** should be higher than those for ***u***. We thus set an initial value of 0.1 for ***m*** ~***m***~ and ***u*** ~***m,***~ 0.8 for ***m*** and 0.1 for ***u***.

Given two files, A and B, we began by iterating through all possible combinations of field comparisons between A and B. The count of each field state combination was tabulated (an example is shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). There are, at most, 3^n^ possible field state combinations for *n* fields, assuming each field either agrees, disagrees or is missing. The 'missing' state occurs when a pairwise comparison involves a missing or empty value.Table 1Field state combinationsFirst NameLast NameSexYear of BirthCountAgreeAgreeAgreeAgree1502AgreeAgreeMissingDisagree2142AgreeDisagreeDisagreeMissing28,644...............

The first part of the EM algorithm is the expectation step. For each field state combination, we calculate *recall* and *false positive rate (fpr)*. For *recall*, each agreement in the table is replaced with ***m***, each disagreement with (1 -- ***m*** ~***m***~ -- ***m***), and each missing with ***m*** ~***m***~. The product of these is the *recall* for that field state combination. Similarly, for the *fpr*, each agreement in the table is replaced with ***u***, each disagreement with (1 -- ***u*** ~***m***~ -- ***u***) and each missing with ***u*** ~***m***~ *.* The product of these provides the *fpr*.

The *recall* and *fpr* allow us to calculate the proportion of true matches for each field state combination *j*:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The maximisation step involves the calculation of ***m***, ***u***, ***m*** ~***m***~, ***u*** ~***m***~ and ***p***. The ***m*** value for each field is calculated as the ratio of true matches that 'agree' for that field to the total true matches. Likewise, the ***u*** value for each field is calculated as the ratio of false matches that 'agree' for that field to the total false matches. The ***m*** ~***m***~ and ***u*** ~***m***~ values use the ratio of matches that are 'missing'.

The output values of (***m***, ***u***, ***m*** ~***m***~, ***u*** ~***m,***~ ***p***) are then used as the input into the next iteration. Iterations are run until values converge. Convergence will occur when the output values differ only minimally from the input values.

Determining a threshold/cut-off setting {#Sec11}
---------------------------------------

In addition to estimating probabilities for a probabilistic linkage, it is important to specify a threshold value that provides optimal resultant linkage quality.

Using the information generated during the EM step, we can estimate the quality of linkage for every combination of weights between a range of possible threshold values (i.e. using precision, recall and F-measure). However, the table of field state combinations used for the EM step only contains field state combinations that were present in the datasets A and B. The *full* set of possible combinations is required to calculate a suitable threshold setting. Field state combinations that are not present in the field state combination table were added with a count of zero, and *recall* and *fpr* were calculated.

Using the full field state combination set, we calculated the weight for each field state combination. Each agreement entry in the table was replaced with the corresponding agreement weight for that field using ***m*** and ***u*** calculated by the EM algorithm. Likewise, each disagreement entry was replaced with the disagreement weight for that field using the same ***m*** and ***u*** *.* Each 'missing' entry was replaced with a weight of zero.

To estimate precision, recall and F-measure, we calculated the *True Positives* and *False Positives* for every field state combination. For these estimations, we required the total *True Matches* (true positives and false negatives) and *False Matches* (true negatives and false positives). The total *True Matches* was estimated as part of the EM algorithm, and thus we used the value calculated in the final iteration of the maximisation step. The total *False Matches* was re-estimated as the *total comparison space* less the *True Matches.*

For a single file de-duplication, the total comparison space is:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To calculate the *True Positives* and *False Positives*, we multiplied the *recall* and *false positive rate* for each field state combination by the total *True Matches* and *False Matches* respectively.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We calculated the *True Positives* and *False Positives* for each field state combination so that *precision* could be estimated. To calculate the *precision* for a particular threshold, each field state combination with a weight above that threshold value had their *True Positives* and *False Positives* summed before *precision* was estimated.

We did not calculate *False Negatives,* as this can be derived from the total *True Matches* (*True Positives* plus *False Negatives*) value calculated earlier to estimate *recall*. To calculate *recall* for a particular threshold, the *True Positives* were summed from values for each field state combination that have a weight above that threshold.

As the computation requirements for calculating precision, recall and F-measure are relatively low; we calculated these for all possible weight combinations. With a list of threshold values and corresponding *precision*, *recall* and *F-measure* values, we were able to determine an optimal threshold value for each linkage (i.e. the single threshold score with the highest estimated *F-measure*).

Evaluation of parameter and threshold estimation {#Sec12}
------------------------------------------------

For each version of the synthetic datasets, and additionally, for the administrative datasets, probabilities for ***m*** and ***u*** were estimated together with a threshold cut-off value. The EM algorithm was used to estimate ***m*** only for each de-duplication linkage. The frequencies used for our EM algorithm were calculated on blocks, and as such, the number of non-matches observed was greatly reduced, thereby introducing an undesirable bias into the EM algorithm's ***u*** estimates \[[@CR21]\]. Consequently, we elected to use Jaro's u-probability estimate (on unblocked data) ***u***, together with the EM algorithm's estimated ***m*** value.

As part of our simulation study, a de-duplication linkage was run on each synthetic dataset using this combination of values, and a linkage was also run using calculated m- and u- probabilities. Optimal threshold values were estimated for both sets of probabilities. The highest F-measure and estimated threshold F-measure were recorded and compared for all synthetic dataset de-duplication linkages. Similarly, in our test using real data, de-duplication linkages were run on the administrative data; calculated m- and u- probabilities were obtained using the administrative data 'truth sets'. The accuracy of the probability estimates on the administrative dataset samples was measured using the root-mean-square error (RMSE), comparing the F-measure obtained from the EM algorithm probabilities with that obtained from calculated probabilities. RMSE was also used to compare the F-measure obtained at the estimated threshold with that which would be obtained at the correctly chosen threshold. The formula used was as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results {#Sec13}
=======

Synthetic data {#Sec14}
--------------

The characteristics of the synthetic datasets are shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. As the dataset error rates increase, the number of unique values for each field increases significantly because of the corruption introduced during dataset creation. The discriminating power for each field also increases with the simulated data corruption.Table 2Synthetic dataset characteristicsField0% Error1% Error5% Error10% Error20% ErrorUnique ValuesDiscriminating PowerUnique ValuesDiscriminating PowerUnique ValuesDiscriminating PowerUnique ValuesDiscriminating PowerUnique ValuesDiscriminating PowerFirst Name31,1838.9134,5958.9245,9148.9958,0469.0878,2569.29Middle Name25,0027.3328,2247.3538,2857.4548,9737.5967,1607.95Last Name56,50710.8761,19810.8877,08810.9694,92511.07125,48311.35Dob Year1126.491146.491166.501176.511196.53Dob Month123.58123.58123.58123.58123.58Dob Day314.94314.94314.94314.94314.93Sex21.0021.0021.0021.0021.00Address171,08812.89178,58312.92207,90913.04241,96613.21304,35313.66Suburb19628.3373908.3619,6648.4831,0548.6549,9299.10Postcode3796.7717556.8025796.9129817.0633957.45

The results from de-duplication linkages of the synthetic datasets using calculated probabilities and EM probabilities are shown in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. These results show that the use of EM for probability estimation, combined with our threshold estimation technique, provided linkage quality comparable to the best achievable using calculated probabilities, on data with up to 20% error.Table 3Synthetic dataset linkage quality - estimated vs. calculatedData Error RateCalculated ProbabilitiesEM m-probs and Estimated u-probsHighestEstimatedHighestEstimatedThresholdFMeasureThresholdFMeasureThresholdFMeasureThresholdFMeasure0%491.000080.9999491.000080.99991%90.9979160.9978130.9979110.99795%80.9549160.9541120.9549110.954910%80.8443160.8399120.8439110.843620%80.5217160.4938120.4999110.4917

As one would expect, de-duplication of the master dataset (without error) produced a perfect result with F-measure of 1.0 at a threshold of 49 (the sum of all agreement weights for each field). The use of EM estimated m-probabilities produced the same result. However, estimation of a threshold value for the master dataset was significantly lower, with a value of 8 for both calculated and estimated probabilities. Note, however, that although this threshold estimate is much lower, it results in just 60 false positives from the entire comparison space, giving an F-measure of 0.9999995.

While it is possible for the threshold to be estimated to one or two decimal places, the use of a whole number here was made for simplicity. It is possible that a better estimate could be made with a finer precision but the differences between thresholds shown here using whole numbers are already negligible.

As Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} shows, using our estimation technique, there is a slight decrease in linkage quality as error rates in the data increase (i.e. for 1% error, an F-measure of 0.9979 vs. 0.9979, compared to 20% error with an F-measure of 0.5217 vs. 0.4917). However, even at 10% error, the difference is very small with an F-measure of 0.8443 vs. 0.8436.

Administrative data {#Sec15}
-------------------

The characteristics of the fields in each administrative dataset, such as the number of unique values, missing percentage, and discriminating power were recorded, shown in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. The random samples generated for each administrative dataset were highly representative of the full dataset.Table 4Administrative dataset characteristicsNSW(13,534,177 records)SA(2,509,914 records)WA(6,772,949 records)FieldUnique ValuesMissing %Discriminating PowerUnique ValuesMissing %Discriminating PowerUnique ValuesMissing %Discriminating PowerFirst Name168,7662.9%8.61124,8495.5%9.1878,9920.3%8.54Middle Name114,68654.2%6.9622,18075.4%7.1961,24140.8%7.13Last Name291,5950%10.9281,4315.3%10.81123,4810%10.73Dob Year1230%6.471150%6.451180%6.39Dob Month120%3.58120%3.58120%3.58Dob Day310%4.94310%4.94310%4.94Sex20%1.0020%1.0020%0.99Address3,084,8891.5%16.96690,6158.1%14.921,350,7960.2%16.05Suburb49,8430.5%9.3010,7296.9%7.8555420.1%7.73Postcode39470.8%8.1722388.5%6.9023190.2%6.58

Linkage quality from EM estimates {#Sec16}
---------------------------------

The estimated m- and u-probabilities of the samples reflect the characteristics described above, with negligible differences observed between the samples for each dataset. The estimated probabilities for each dataset are shown in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}.Table 5Estimated probabilitiesNSWSAWAFieldEM m-probEst. u-probEM m-probEst. u-probEM m-probEst. u-probFirst Name0.98170.00240.87070.00150.97320.0027Middle Name0.46860.00170.18460.00040.43850.0025Last Name0.99160.00050.89310.00050.98230.0006Dob Year0.99730.01130.99970.01140.99350.0119Dob Month0.99870.08340.99880.08340.99490.0835Dob Day0.99650.03250.99880.03250.99630.0326Sex0.99990.50081.00000.50100.99980.5018Address0.83257.99E-060.64862.8E-050.73381.7E-05Suburb0.93030.00160.74620.00380.84020.0047Postcode0.95400.00340.75740.00700.86400.0104

Comparisons of linkages using the calculated probabilities and the EM m-probabilities with estimated u-probabilities are shown in Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}. The highest F-measure obtained using the estimated probabilities was slightly higher than that achieved using calculated probabilities in all cases.Table 6Linkage quality (max F-measure) -- EM vs. calculatedDatasetProbabilitiesSample 1Sample 2Sample 3Sample 4Sample 5RMSENSWCalculated0.99410.99430.99420.99410.9940EM0.99610.99650.99630.99630.99610.0021SACalculated0.95320.95210.95290.95530.9532EM0.95900.95670.95630.95820.95890.0046WACalculated0.99070.99040.99100.99050.9906EM0.99200.99160.99210.99170.99180.0012

Accuracy of threshold estimation {#Sec17}
--------------------------------

The quality of linkage using the F-measure at the estimated threshold is compared to the highest F-measure for each sample, as shown in Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"}. The RMSE values for each dataset were 0.0019 for NSW, 0.0001 for SA and 0.0046 for WA. The estimated threshold value was slightly below the best threshold for each dataset.Table 7Linkage quality -- max F-measure vs. F-measure at threshold estimateDatasetThresholdSample 1Sample 2Sample 3Sample 4Sample 5RMSENSWBest140.99610.99650.99630.99630.9961Estimated120.99430.99460.99450.99440.99420.0019SABest130.95900.95670.95630.95820.9589Estimated120.95890.95660.95630.95810.95880.0001WABest130.99200.99160.99210.99170.9918Estimated110.98710.98700.98730.98710.98750.0046

Discussion {#Sec18}
==========

In our simulation study, the use of the EM algorithm to estimate probabilities for a de-duplication linkage produced results comparable to those produced by calculated probabilities, even with synthetic datasets that contained 20% introduced error. Similarly, in our tests using administrative datasets, the probability and threshold estimation technique produced very high-quality linkage results. In comparison to the quality of linkage using calculated probabilities, the probabilities used from the EM algorithm produced linkage quality of the simulation datasets that was comparable to the best possible. However, we found better quality results using estimated probabilities on the real administrative datasets, at least in regards to F-measure. This is a somewhat surprising result, and why this occurred for all three administrative datasets is not entirely clear. A recent analysis of the popular F-measure metric suggests that it may not provide a fair comparison between linkage methods if the selected thresholds produce a different number of predicted matches \[[@CR27]\]. This behaviour is one possible explanation for our results, and future work will consider additional metrics for measuring linkage quality. It should be noted that the differences between the linkage quality results were relatively small, and we would not expect this to be the case for datasets of all sizes and quality.

The original unencrypted versions of these datasets had previously been linked by Boyd et al. using probabilities estimated with knowledge of previous linkages and refinement through pilot linkages \[[@CR24]\]. The probabilities derived from the EM algorithm produced a higher F-measure for both the NSW (0.996 vs. 0.995) and WA (0.992 vs. 0.990) Bloom filter datasets; data for the unencrypted SA dataset was unavailable. On face value, at least, these results indicate that use of the EM algorithm for probability estimation is a viable option, especially where sampling techniques for estimation are not available due to the privacy-preserved nature of the data.

Our study found that the m-probabilities estimated via the EM algorithm did not necessarily match the calculated m-probabilities for each field; however, there was a general consistency of the m-probabilities across all fields. Both our synthetic datasets and the administrative datasets contained many matches and were thus good candidates for probabilities estimated through the EM algorithm. The EM algorithm is known to perform poorly with datasets that have too few matches \[[@CR15]\]. Being able to identify and address this issue for privacy-preserved data will require further research.

Our threshold estimation technique also returned very good linkage quality, with a resulting F-measure that consistently approached the best F-measure achievable given the probabilities used. To our knowledge, no alternative method of estimating thresholds exists for use with privacy-preserved data. Without the ability to provide any manual review post-linkage, it is important to be able to estimate a single accurate threshold cut-off value. As such, this technique should be considered for use with Bloom filters for probabilistic linkage.

The threshold values estimated in our study were consistently higher than the optimum threshold when using the calculated probabilities, with fewer false positives and more false negatives returned in each of the linkages (with the exception of the 'perfect' synthetic dataset). Interestingly, we found the opposite to be true when using the estimated probabilities, with a consistently lower threshold. Additional simulation studies may help to understand this effect and improve the estimation accuracy. This effect may be a result of the blocking technique used to gather field state combinations and the similarities in the estimation methods for both probabilities and threshold. Although it may be possible to adjust for this underestimation, an advantage of using a lower threshold is that alternative approaches can be implemented which specifically target false positive matches. It may be possible to run automated clerical review procedures on the results, such as graph theory techniques, to find and correct false positive errors \[[@CR28]\]. The effectiveness of these techniques on privacy-preserved data is unknown, however.

Future research will examine the use of the EM algorithm on composite Bloom filters. While single field Bloom filters provide excellent quality with probabilistic linkage, they may not provide a sufficient level of privacy for some stakeholders. As such, the use of composite Bloom filters may be necessary. Row-level Bloom filters would not be viable; at least two fields are required for probabilistic record linkage. However, multiple Bloom filters comprising two or three fields may function sufficiently. The use of the EM algorithm and the threshold estimation technique on Bloom filters comprising two or more fields is untested, and more research into the performance of the EM algorithm on data containing composite fields is warranted.

Finally, it is worth noting that the EM algorithm and threshold estimation technique described in this paper have wider application and could be used for any probabilistic linkage (encrypted and unencrypted), not just Bloom filters for PPRL. Provided the datasets being linked have sufficient matches, the estimation technique will produce optimal m-probabilities and a suitable threshold cut-off for the linkage. The u-probabilities can be estimated using Jaro's estimation method. Unencrypted linkages would benefit from this technique as well, providing a strong empirical foundation from which to build a robust linkage strategy.

Conclusions {#Sec19}
===========

Previous evaluations have shown that privacy-preserving record linkage can be as accurate as traditional un-encoded linkage. An important element in developing a practical probabilistic privacy-preserving approach is to determine how to appropriately set parameters without recourse to manual inspection or prior knowledge of data. As we have shown, use of the EM algorithm and our threshold estimation technique provides a robust method of estimating parameters for probabilistic linkage of Bloom filter datasets. This method appears highly accurate on datasets with varying error levels. Further testing is required on real-world datasets with poorer quality data and on datasets with fewer potential matches. The ability for these techniques to produce consistently accurate results on a variety of data will determine whether they are viable in an operational setting.
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